Theoretical and experimental investigations of native bone are carried out to understand relationships between its hierarchical organization and local electronic and atomic structure of the mineralized phase. The 3D superlattice model of a coplanar assembly of the hydroxyapatite (HAP) nanocrystallites separated by the hydrated nanolayers is introduced to account the interplay of short-, long-and super-range order parameters in bone tissue. The model is applied to (i) predict and rationalize the HAP-to-bone spectral changes in the electronic structure and (ii) describe the mechanisms ensuring the link of the hierarchical organization with the electronic structure of the mineralized phase in bone. To check the predictions the near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) at the Ca 2p, P 2p and O 1s thresholds is measured for native bone and compared with NEXAFS for reference compounds. The NEXAFS analysis has demonstrated the essential hierarchy induced HAP-to-bone red shifts of the Ca and P 2p-to-valence transitions. The lowest O 1s excitation line at 532.2 eV in bone is assigned with superposition of core transitions in the hydroxide OH 
Introduction
Bone is one of the most intriguing hierarchical materials in nature. Having relatively simple building blocks its hierarchical structuring provides fascinating mechanical and biological properties as well as high material functionality [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Studying how bone is built up and applying the knowledge to develop cutting-edge technologies one can realize the advanced materials [3] .
Material science, biological and medical investigations trace the complicated hierarchy of the skeleton designs from macro-to nano-level and disclose up to seven hierarchical levels of bone organization [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Nanolevel research of bones encounters great difficulty because electronic and atomic structure of their nanoblocks is not sufficiently studied. This gap prevents solutions of many fundamental and applied problems such as bio-design of advanced materials [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , control and fine-tuning of ion exchange and agerelated processes in bones [10] , paleontological research [13, 14] as well as development of in vivo models [15] .
Being a composition of hard hydroxyapatite (HAP, Ca 10 (PO 4 ) 6 (OH) 2 ) plates with flexible collagen molecules, bone tissue becomes respectively more elastic and firm [3] [4] [5] [6] in comparison with the parent mineral and the collagen. The mineralized plates are distributed among the collagen fibrils and reproduce their spiral shape [3] [4] [5] [6] 9] . The third basic component is water throughout the bone tissue [1, 4, 6] . Its role in the nanodynamics and nanoelectronics of bone is not completely understood [1, 5, [16] [17] [18] . It is known that the stretching differs in hydrated and dehydrated fibrils [11] ; the water largely determines thermal and mechanical properties of bone [18] [19] [20] and provides its high ionic mobility [7] .
The electronic and atomic structure of the perfect-crystal HAP is well studied. The band theory describes HAP as the wide-band-gap insulator in the range of ∼5 eV [21, 22] . The bonding studies indicate that the crystal is determined by the sets of [PO 4 ] 3− and Ca 2+ channels populated by columns of OH − anions [21] . The crystallographic cell of HAP in the form of rectangular parallelepiped is shown in the lower panel of figure 1 . Strong ionic conductivity of HAP is assigned to high mobility of hydroxyl ions in the crystal lattice. Considering the electronic and atomic structure of the perfectcrystal HAP as a ground level we bring out the main structural peculiarities inherent to native bones and investigate the interplay of the ground level with the upper hierarchical ones. Our particular interest is to reveal the mechanisms linking the hierarchical levels and to describe them.
Both transmission electron microscopic and small angle x-ray scattering methods extensively applied to bones make evident that intra-and inter-fibrilar associations of the crystallites form a series of parallel and spiral wound mineralized plates [5, 23, 24] as exhibited in figure 1 (upper panel) . These plates are usually approximated as coplanar assemblies of the nanocrystallites of HAP [3, 23, 24] . This assembly is shown in the middle panel of figure 1 [7] . The morphological picture in figure 1 is a result of the structural and functional relationship between adjacent levels of the hierarchical organization of bone. Size distribution of the crystallites in the mineralized phase is age-related [17, 25, 26] and depends on atomic incorporations and substitutions [19, 24, 27, 28] .
To date, many efforts have been invested to investigate the effect of chemical composition on electronic properties of bone tissue both theoretically and experimentally. In particular, the near edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEX-AFS) spectroscopy providing a sensitive probing of local electron structure in matter [29, 30] is also applied to bones [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . However the influence of the hierarchical organization on the properties is practically left unattended.
Our attention is put on core-to-valence transitions near the Ca 2p, P 2p and O 1s edges in native bone to visualize the effect of its hierarchical organization on its local electronic states. In the work we present our theoretical and experimental investigations of native bone aimed to understand the interplay of the lowest hierarchical levels plotted in figure 1. We focus on electronic and atomic structure of the mineralized phase, as collagen constituting 95% of all organic phase in bone and being the main structural protein is studied in more detail (see, e.g. [3, 11] ).
The mineralized phase is conventionally regarded as a nanostructured HAP (or carbonized apatite or bioapatite) with low crystallinity [1, 14] . In section 2, the novel 3D-superlattice (3DSL) of 'black-boxes-in-muddy-waters' model is introduced to describe the electronic structure of the mineralized phase and to understand how its hierarchical organization disturbs the structure. The model shows that the hierarchy induced changes in electronics of native bone are closely related with the size of the nanocrystallites. To visualize the hierarchy effects on electronic structure, the high resolution x-ray absorption measurements near the Ca and P 2p and O 1s edges in native bone are performed and described in section 3. In section 4, the NEXAFS spectra of native bone are examined and compared with other experimental data to check the model predictions. The revealed hierarchy effects on electronic structure of native bone are discussed in section 5.
Theoretical
According to the x-ray scattering and microscopic studies the length (L x ), width (L y ) and thickness (L z ) of the crystallites in bone vary in rather wide limits 13<L x <50 nm, 7<L y <25 nm and 1.5<L z <4 nm [1, 24, 37, 38] . To begin with, we neglect the helical shape of the mineralized plate and describe it as a coplanar assembly of the averagesize nanocrystallites as plotted in figure 1, figure 1 
Secondly, the nanoblock is described as an extended crystallographic cell assembled in such a way that their coplanar assembly would form the perfect-crystal in case the separating layers disappear. This means that the electronic structure of the 3D superlattice will approach to the band structure of perfect HAP when 〈d〉→0. Thirdly, the cyclic border conditions are applied to describe both the crystallite and their coplanar assembly. These assumptions allow us to reveal regularities in the electronic structure of the mineralized plates and to link it with the band structure of the perfect crystal.
In general case the 3DSL model encounters difficulties because of essential disordering in atomic structure of nanoblocks and nanolayers. To overcome the difficulties, the 'black-boxes' concept [39] is applied and the suggested model is reformulated in terms of the 3D superlattice of 'black nanoboxes in muddy waters'. In its framework we step over the uncertainty in atomic positions by using integral electro-optical characteristics of the nanocrystallites and nanolayers. This enables us to inspect changes in electronic structure associated with transition from the single-crystal to the coplanar assembly.
The dispersion E(k ) of electronic states of the 'blackboxes'-assembly as a function of 〈d〉 and 〈L〉 obeys the equation
,
It describes the relationship between the electronic structure of a periodic system and the integral electro-optical characteristic (T) of its cell taken separately and assigns the certain energy E to the electron wave number k. In the case under study T(E;〈d〉,〈L〉) is the amplitude of electron transmission through the supercell. In general case the amplitude is determined by interference of the incident electron wave and the scattered ones on atoms belonging to the supercell and depends on the amplitudes T′ and T″ of the waves transmitted (forward scattered) through and reflected (back scattered) from the crystallite and the hydrated layer. This approach has been previously used to study the electronic structure of encapsulated molecules [40] .
To simplify equation (1), the effects of multiple scattering of electron waves on atoms belonging to both the hydrated layer and the crystallite are neglected. Hence » ¢  T T T and the coefficient in the second term on the left side of equation (1) is
and γ(κ) are the electron phase shifts in the crystallite and the separating layer respectively. By combining equations (1) and (2) we can describe the distortion of the band structure in the single crystal at transition to the coplanar assembly of the crystallites. This distortion is accompanied by complicated changes, such as emergence of the minibands [41] [42] [43] as well as the interferential changes associated with the additional phase shift γ and the transparency weakening as |T|<|T′|. The minibands dispersion is not discussed here. We concentrate on the spectral shift and narrowing of the band in HAP which occur in the coplanar assembly of the separated nanoblocks. For narrow bands these changes are especially apparent.
As the center of the n-band is determined by the condition
we predict the red shift δE n of the band in the assembly and roughly estimate it as
and E n ass ( ) are the band energy in the single crystal and the corresponding energy in the assembly, R j denotes the crystallographic parameters (a, b, c) of HAP, d˜is the electronoptical length of the separating layer and á ñ L is the average size of the nanocrystallite. According to the 3DSL model, the shift δE n is originated by the super periodicity of the coplanar assembly and demonstrates linear dependence on both the band energy in the single-crystal and the ratio of the thickness of the spacer layers to the size of the crystallite. The chemical effects are completely ignored to highlight the size dependence of the electronic structure in bone tissue. Within these approximations the red shift δE n can be attributed to the comprehensive expansion of the assembly as compared with the single crystal. The similar explanation follows from the description of the single nanocrystallite as a quantum dot: the energy of a quantum state decreases with an increase of the dot radius just as adiabatic expansion leads to a cooling of the electron gas.
The upper and lower bounds of the spectral HAP-toassembly changes can be found by considering the two limiting cases of empty and opaque separating layers. In the former case, |T″|=1 and g
where N is number of elementary cells in the crystallite. Let us evaluate the red shift of the narrow Ca 3d empty band in bone tissue. According to the band structure calculations of HAP [21, 22] , the energy E (3d) ≈2 eV above the bottom of the conduction band. Then, using equation 4 and the sizes of the mean nanocrystallite we estimate δE 3d ≈0.4 eV. In addition to the red shift, the narrowing of the band in the assembly is also expected. In the later limiting case the transparency of the separating layer and the phase shift γ come to zero, hence, no shift appears and the band approaches the quasidiscrete level.
The 3DSL model predicts the size-dependent spectral changes in electronic structure of mineralized phase relative to the band structure of HAP. The size distribution of the crystallites and their mean size are age-related functions and are controlled by higher-lying hierarchical levels. Thus, one can speak about the hierarchy-induced size-dependent effects in electronic structure of bone.
Experimental
To visualize the hierarchy-induced effects the high resolution x-ray absorption measurements of native bone are performed. Powdered and sliced bone samples were used as objects. They were derived from cortical middle third of the femur, tibia and humerus from three white mongrel male rats weighing 180-220 g. Cortex has been thoroughly cleaned of soft tissue, washed in saline, dried with blotting paper, and then either sliced into thin plates 15×10 mm 2 in size or ground to fine powder with particles of size ∼1 mkm.
The NEXAFS studies on the powder samples were carried out using monochromatic synchrotron radiation at the D1011 beamline at the MAX II electron storage ring (the MAX IV laboratory, Lund University, Sweden) [44] . The samples for absorption measurements were prepared ex situ in air by rubbing powders into the scratched surface of copper plates 5×5 mm 2 in size. The substrate surfaces were cleaned mechanically and by sonication in ethanol. All measurements of absorption spectra were performed under ultrahigh vacuum conditions with a residual gas pressure in the experimental chamber ∼10 −9 mbar. The samples were placed at the angle of ∼45°with respect to the incident beam of the monochromatic radiation and the size of the focal spot on the sample was around 1×1 mm 2 . The NEXAFS spectra at the Ca 2p, P 2p and O 1s thresholds of the bone samples were measured by recording the total electron yield (TEY) as a function of incident photon energy. It is well known that the electron yield near the x-ray absorption edge is proportional to the absorption cross section [45, 46] . The TEY spectra were acquired by measuring the drain current from the sample and characterized by probing depths of >10 nm. All the x-ray absorption spectra were recorded with a photon-energy resolution of 50 meV for the P 2p edge (photon energy hν∼140 eV), 100 meV for the Ca 2p edge (hν∼350 eV) and 200 meV for the O 1s edge (hν∼535 eV). The spectra were normalized to the incident photon flux, which was monitored by recording the TEY from a clean gold mesh mounted in the beamline (in front of the sample). The photon energy hν over the range of the O1s, Ca 2p and P 2p absorption spectra was calibrated against the first narrow peak in the F 1s and Ti 2p 3/2 absorption spectra of solid K 2 TiF 6 (F 1s→t 2g , 683.9 eV and Ti 2p 3/2 →t 2g , 459.0 eV [47] ) as well as in the C 1s absorption spectrum of solid C 60 (C 1s→LUMO, 284.5 eV [48] ), respectively.
The NEXAFS measurements of sliced samples were carried out at the Polarimeter station at UE56/2 PGM beamline at the BESSY II synchrotron light source at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin using s-polarized synchrotron radiation [49, 50] . The spectra were collected by monitoring the TEY from the samples in a current mode. The samples were placed at an angle of ∼45°with respect to the incident beam of the monochromatic radiation. GaAsP diodes were used as x-ray detectors with a Keithley 617 electrometer as a current meter. The efficiency of the detector was taken into account. The absolute energy calibration was carried out by measuring the energies of the reference N 2 lines as well as of the absorption edges for iron filter in the first and higher orders of diffraction. The attained energy resolution was better than E/ΔE=3000 with the accuracy of the energy scale of about 10 meV.
No sample charging or decomposition effects due to the intense beam of soft x rays were detected for powder and sliced samples during the measurements. The spectra were recorded several times from different points of the sample and their absorption structures have usually shown a good reproducibility. Figure 2 (left panel) presents the measured Ca 2p NEXAFS spectra of the powder and sliced native bone in curves 1 and 2, respectively. For comparison, the digitalized Ca 2p NEX-AFS spectrum of HAP measured in [31] is also plotted in the figure (curve 3). Both their close similarity and distinct changes are clearly visible. The similarity is determined by the intense lines A and B and low intense peaks a 1 , a 2 and b that dominate in the NEXAFS spectra. These resonance features can be attributed to the multiplet splitting of the Ca 2+ 2p 5 3d 1 electron configuration in the weak crystal field examined previously in [51] . At the same time, the red shift ≈1 eV of the features relative to those in HAP determines the distinct deviation of Ca 2p 1/2,3/2 →3d transition energies in bone and HAP. Taking into account that the Ca 2p hole relaxation in bone and HAP is nearly the same we infer that the density of Ca 2+ 3d states in bone is also shifted downward relative to the 3d-subband in HAP. In addition to the red shift the 3d-states distribution is narrower in bone. Our line shape analysis of curves 1 and 3 in the left panel gives the fullwidth-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the lines A and B equal respectively to 0.48 and 0.56 eV in native bone and to 0.60 and 1.19 eV in HAP. Thus, the experimental data analysis supports the predicted band distortion in HAP at transition to the mineralized bone and allows us to link it with super periodic organization of the latter.
NEXAFS analysis

Ca 2p edge
Such a strong shift ≈1 eV detected for the Ca 2p 1/2,3/2 → 3d transition energies in native bone relative to HAP is rather a surprise. To verify it the spectral positions of the lines A and B in native bone (curves 1 and 2 in the left panel) have been compared with the transition energies in HAP averaged over the several experimental measurements [31] [32] [33] [34] . The averaged shift 〈δE 3d 〉≈0.6 eV agrees reasonably with our model expectation. Figure 2 (central panel) presents the measured O 1s NEXAFS of the native bone powder (curve 1). This spectrum is compared with the O 1s NEXAFS spectra of dried (in a jet of compressed air) bones (curve 2) and HAP (curve 4) measured by Rajendran et al [31] and liquid water (curve 3) obtained by Cappa et al [52] . Substantial changes in the x-ray absorption spectra are clearly visible.
O 1s edge
The intense and rather narrow line A at 532.2 eV and the complex broad band B-C-D starting from 535 eV and extending up to 550 eV dominate in the O 1s NEXAFS in native bone. Examining the low energy line A we see that it is resident in the O 1s absorption of native and dried bones, but strongly suppressed in bone heated up to 400°C and does not exist in HAP (curve 4) [31] . The O 1s NEXAFS of heated bones demonstrates close resemblance with HAP (curve 4) and CaCO 3 and Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 [31, 53] . As bone heating above 200°C leads to the removal of the intercrystallite water [19, 20] the line A could be attributed to oxygen absorption in the hydrated layer. This conclusion is supported by the IR spectroscopic studies (see e.g. [54, 55] ). Those studies evidence that bone heating suppresses the broad band centered at 3400 cm −1 tightly related with O-H vibrations. But the lowest absorption line in the O 1s absorption spectrum of liquid water (curve 3) emerges only at 535 eV [52] . Therefore the line A cannot be directly assigned with x-ray transitions in the intercrystallite water.
To understand the origin of the line A we firstly take into account the fundamental ion-water interactions [56, 57] . In this case the line A can be assigned with the O 1s absorption in the hydroxyde anion OH − in aqua solutions [58] [59] [60] . (2)- (4) refer to dried bone [31] , liquid water [52] and HAP [31] . Right panel: P 2p NEXAFS of native bone powder (1), and heated (400°C) bone (2) and HAP (3) [31] . In each panel the NEXAFS spectra are normalized to integral intensity for better comparison.
clusters are very similar one may assume the resonance behavior at 532 eV in Ca 2+ (H 2 O) n . This behavior could be induced either by the superlattice effect on H 2 O in the hydrated layer or by the water adsorption on the crystallites.
Secondly, the line A can be associated with O 1s absorption in the collagen molecules. The experimental and theoretical investigations [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] show that the O 1s→π * transitions in carboxyl group (O-C==O), carbonyls H 2 CO and (CH 3 ) 2 CO are located in the vicinity 530.8-532.3 eV. In the third, the line A is contributed by the O 1s→π
− clusters with the unsaturated P-O bond [53] .
Thus, the intense resonance at 532.2 eV (central panel, curve 1) has a complicated origin. It can be attributed to x-ray absorption in aqua solution and adsorbed water inside the hydrated layer and in the collagen. Having clarified its origin we will get the key to understand the fundamental interactions between the water in the hydrated nanolayers and collagen in bone tissue.
As for the broad band B-C-D in curve 1, it is evidently determined by the O 1s transitions in [PO 4 ] 3− located in the crystallites and the hydrated layers. As a consequence of the composite origin of the main resonance features in the O 1s NEXAFS their HAP-to-bone spectral changes are not discussed.
P 2p edge
The right panel in figure 2 presents the measured P 2p NEXAFS spectrum of the native bone powder (curve 1). Its comparison with the P 2p NEXAFS of heated bones up to 400°C (curve 2) and HAP (curve 3) obtained in [31] demonstrates their close resemblance though the resonance features A-D are less pronounced in the spectrum of native bone.
The P 2p NEXAFS is determined by the series of transitions from the deep P 2p 1/2,3/2 levels to the pre-edge a 1 (P3s), t 2 (P3p) and the quasibound e * (Pεd) and t 2 * (Pεd) The P 2p NEXAFS of native and heated bone and HAP [31, 53] provides an additional sensitive probe of the hierarchy induced changes in electronic structure of bone tissue. First of all, the comparison of the P 2p NEXAFS makes evident the HAP-to-bone red shifts. Considering the low energy band A in curve 2 and 3 we see that the P 2p 3/ 2 →a 1 (P3s) transitions energy 138.04 eV in HAP decreases to 137.15 eV in heated bone. The observed large HAP-tobone red shift δE P3s ≈0.9 eV confirms its relation with the effect of super periodicity on the band structure of HAP. This assignment is also supported by the recent investigation [67] , where it is shown that, in contrast to the shape resonances, the pre-edge states in molecular solids and crystals containing chemical stable molecular-like groups demonstrate minor sensitivity to the surroundings of the core-excited atom.
Regrettably our measurements of native bone (curve 1) do not allow resolving the band A.
The red shift of the high energy line D assigned with the P 2p→t 2 * (Pεd) shape resonance is clearly visible. Comparing curves 1 and 3 we observe the HAP-to-bone red shift δE Pεd ≈3.06 eV. The transition energy 149.0 eV (curve 3) in HAP varies up to 146.94 eV (curve 1) in native bone. Considering the P 2p NEXAFS in different [PO 4 ]
3− -containing compounds [66] one may see that the resonance energies vary much weaker. The significant shift δE Pεd can be explained by using equation (4) and taking into account that the P εd-states of HAP are located much higher than Ca 2+ 3d states relative to the bottom of the conductive band. Since the P 2p-hole relaxation is nearly the same in bone and HAP, the density of the P 3s and continuous εd-states demonstrate similar red shift relative to those in HAP. The FWHM of the line D is not discussed because the P 2p→t 2 * (Pεd) transition is triply degenerated and its changes can be motivated by both the decrease in transparency of the supercell and its splitting due to the point group symmetry reduction.
Discussion and conclusion
The theoretical and experimental investigations have shown that in bone tissue there exists a close relationship between its hierarchical organization and local electronic structure of its mineralized phase. To reveal the hierarchy induced changes in electronic structure, the 3DSL model is introduced. The mineralized bone is described as a superlattice composed from uniformly sized nanocrystallites. 20×7.5×3.5 nm 3 of HAP separated one from another by the hydrated layer with 2nm thickness. Having considered the interplay of short-, long-and super-range order parameters we have predicted the specific changes in electronic structure of the mineralized phase compared with the single-crystal HAP. It is shown that the HAP-to-bone red shift is a product of the band energy in HAP and the ratio of the thickness of the separated layer to the crystallite size. In the framework of the model the electronic structure of the mineralized phase is approaching to the band structure of the single-crystal HAP when the ratio comes to nil. Further development of the 3SDL model is evidently required. In the first turn we suppose to take into account imperfect atomic structure of the crystallites and helical shape of their assemblies. The recent calculations [70] have demonstrated the effect of crystallites orientation on Ca 1s NEXAFS in bone.
There exists a dependence of the crystallite size on the development of tissue structures (see, e.g. [71] ). According to the 3DSL model, the size-dependent ratio á ñ d L is the important tool for functionalizing the electronic structure of the mineralized bone. For example, the average size of nanocrystallites in young postnatal bovine bone 9×6×2 nm 3 is much smaller than that in mature bone measured by the same method [71] . It is also known that brittle bones of mature animals or animals with osteoporosis contain relatively large and uniformly sized nanocrystallites, while young bone comprises small crystallites [72] . By equation (2) the HAP-to-bone red shift is hence predicted to be much larger for young bone than for mature bone and can be attributed to the hierarchy-induced size-dependent effect on the ground material.
To visualize the predicted hierarchy-induced changes in electronic structure we have measured spectral distributions of oscillator strength for x-ray transitions near the Ca and P 2p and O 1s edges in native bone and revealed the HAP-to-bone spectral deviations. Their analysis has shown that the Ca and P 2p NEXAFS spectra of native bone and HAP demonstrate close similarity in the number and relative intensity of the resonance features and their distinct spectral shifts. Whereas the O 1s NEXAFS spectra of native bone and HAP differ substantially.
The HAP-to-bone changes in the Ca and P 2p NEXAFS develop themselves as the shifts of the Ca 2+ 2p 5 3d 1 , P 2p −1 a 1 (P3s) and P 2p , are needed for deeper understanding the hierarchy-induced effects on the intercrystallite water.
Finally we note that the 3DSL model gives us a key for understanding relationships between hierarchical organization of bone tissue and the local electronic structure of the mineralized phase and spectral distribution of oscillator strength for core-to-valence transitions in it. In addition to the difference in the elemental composition of HAP and bioapatite, the size distribution of the nanocrystallites in mineralized bone influences its electronic structure and opens a way to functionalize its chemical and physical properties. Fine tuning of ion exchange processes in bone is impossible without further theoretical and experimental investigations of the hierarchy-induced changes in electronic structure. We also note that x-ray absorption spectroscopy (including various differential methods) provides a sensitive probe of local electronic structure and hierarchical organization of bone.
